Introducing Zinio for Libraries

Over the past few weeks we have been demonstrating our Zinio for Libraries links to students during their class reading lessons. The boys have been excited, and our borrowing statistics have risen markedly.

Have you tried it yet?

What is it?

Zinio for Libraries has been developed as a BGS recreational magazine library that is available online for downloading to your tablet or devices, via an App.

To ensure staff and student success, we have recently loaded all Years 9-12 email logins to the platform, and added the generic bgslibrary password so that you can get started easily.

We have selected titles that will support curriculum subjects, and hope to encourage a Non Fiction reading option.

The collection does not replace the academic databases, but there may be articles that will support your curriculum.
The library is growing each month, and the current title loads automatically, and older titles become available in the archive of the relevant page.

How can I borrow?

The link to the Online magazines is here: Online magazines, and to Zinio is here: Zinio for Libraries. Both links are found in the MyGrammar Library widget, and on the Library Home pages.

Once you have clicked on your chosen title, enter your school email and bgslibrary password and the magazine will download. Follow the prompts if you prefer to read on your device.

How is it different?

Our subscription allows for unlimited borrowing of a title. This makes classroom use and study easy for a larger group. Everyone can borrow!

The Zinio for Libraries program is available in most public libraries. If you like this mode of access to your favourite titles, check out your local library selection too. One login covers all borrowings.

And finally...

We are interested in your recommendations for titles to include in future purchases.

Email us!
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